USE OF BOTULINUM TOXIN A AND SUBSEQUENT REHABILITATION IN AMBULATORY CHILDREN WITH SPASTIC CEREBRAL PALSY – EFFECTS AND DILEMMAS
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The definition of cerebral palsy (CP) includes a group of permanent developmental disorders of movement and posture that cause activity limitation due to non-progressive lesions in the developing fetal or newborn infant brain. The most common type of CP is spastic cerebral palsy (SCP). One of the primary aims in treating children with SCP is to enable them to perform functional activities, to stimulate effective movement, to prevent deformities of bone and joint system, and to reduce pain. Limb deformities are the most prominent manifestation in children with SCP, greatly preventing them in performing activities of daily life. The reduction of spasticity and prevention of contractures, the development of performing functional activities in the full potential, as well as delays in performing surgical intervention, have dramatically increased the use of botulinum toxin type A (BTA) in treating children with CP lately. It is known as the most potent neurotoxin found in nature that reduces spasticity after application and results in irreversible denervation at the neuromuscular junction, while functional recovery is time limited. In that time period it is necessary to evaluate the functional motor status of a child, clearly and realistically define aims in cooperation with parents, and apply adequate rehabilitation protocol. The international consensus statement in 2010 defined the protocol, dosage, the site of application, and rehabilitation protocol. After being used for two and a half decades, certain dilemmas arose, particularly those regarding rehabilitation effects after BTA application.
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Introduction

Cerebral palsy (CP) is a movement disorder produced by an injury to the immature brain. CP may be regarded as a static brain lesion causing a permanent motor impairment with evolving musculoskeletal manifestations. A broad spectrum of etiologies mediate neonatal brain injury in preterm and term infants. The most common cause can be cerebrovascular injury. Other etiologies includes: trauma, infections, metabolic dysfunction, etc. CP is the most common movement disorder in children. It occurs in about 1-3 per 1,000 live births (1). Signs and symptoms appear during infancy or preschool years and can vary greatly. In general, CP causes impaired movement associated with abnormal reflexes, floppiness or rigidity of the limbs and trunk, abnormal posture, involuntary movements, unsteady walking, or some combination of these. Children with CP also may suffer reduced range of motion at various joints of their bodies due to muscle stiffness (2). Spastic CP (SCP) is the most common type of CP. Up to 80% of all individuals with CP suffer from some degree of spasticity. The degree of spasticity can vary from mild muscle stiffness to severe, painful, and uncontrollable muscle spasms (3,4). In a person with CP there is the damage in the brain which is usually in the area of the brain that controls muscle tone and movement of limbs.
The neural control of movement

The only action a human can bring about is muscular contraction. This muscular contraction results in movements that may in turn produce walking, writing or speech. But, the first step in performing any action is a thought which emerges in certain areas of the brain, which stimulate cortical motor centers via their connections. So, before an action is made it has been recorded as an electrical potential known as the " readiness potential ", and it is located in the supplementary motor area, just anterior to the motor strip. This readiness potential occurs up to one second prior to a voluntary movement, whether the movement occurs in the hand, toe, mouth, tongue or eye, and irrespective of whether the movements are complex and programmed, or simple. Large, fast-firing neurons in the cortex, which are known as Betz cells, contribute axons to motor tracts which descend from the cortex to the brainstem (corticobulbar fibres) and spinal cord (corticospinal tracts) to connect with motor nerves that innervate muscles. The muscles, when stimulated by these motor tracts, then contract to bring about the desired purposeful movement and action (5).

Spasticity and musculoskeletal problems

Spasticity is one of the major problems in patients who have an upper motor lesion in the brain or spinal cord. The clinical feature of spasticity is increased muscle tone evidenced by a velocity-dependent increase in resistance to passive movement. Due to spasticity, the muscle growth in a child with CP will be abnormal for the following reasons: A spastic muscle will not allow stretch to the same degree as one with normal tone, as a result a muscle that initially has dynamic contracture, will soon develop static contracture. Bone growth in CP child is likely to be abnormal. The best example is femoral anteversion. A child with CP typically stands and walks with hips and knees in some flexion. Deformities of the feet are the most common musculoskeletal problem in children with CP. The most common deformity is equinus, which is present in the large majority of children with CP at the beginning of standing and walking. Children with SCP and equinus gait have longer-than-normal Achilles tendons and shorter-than-normal muscle bellies (6). Spasticity can affect the entire body, but it is generally worse in the lower limbs of children with bilateral involvement and in the upper limbs of children with unilateral involvement (7). Spasticity of the trunk muscles can cause postural problems while spasticity of bulbar origin can result in difficulty in feeding and communication (8). The most commonly affected lower limb muscles in children with SCP are gastroc-soleus, hamstrings, rectus femoris, adductors, and psoas. In the upper limb, spasticity is most frequently found in the shoulder external rotators, elbow, wrist and finger flexors, and the elbow pronators (9). Spasticity is thought to interfere with voluntary control and to increase energy consumption during movement (10). A child who is trying to walk with impaired motor control as well as dynamic and structural musculoskeletal deformities does not have an easy task, and he or she must learn to cope with the resultant problems. Pathological gait is a mixture of many abnormalities.

Management of spasticity in cp

The treatment includes functional therapies (physiotherapy, occupational therapy, speech therapy, constraint-induced movement therapy, robotic-assisted therapy, etc.); injections of botulinum toxin A (BTA); orthoses, casting and splinting; pharmacotherapies; intrathecal baclofen; selective dorsal rhizotomy (SDR); and single-event multi-level orthopaedic surgery, including the minimal invasive and other surgical reconstructive techniques (11). CP rehabilitation programs for children utilize a multidisciplinary approach, where members of a team are selected with respect to a child’s age, developmental level, severity of impairment, and availability of services. Management of spasticity in CP involves multidisciplinary intervention intended to increase functionality, sustain health, and improve quality of life for children and their carers. Several methods have been developed to assess the degree of spasticity and success of the treatment. The most commonly used tests in clinical practice are the MAS-Moderified Ashworth scale and Modified Tardieu scale (12).

A priority in selecting rehabilitation protocol should be arranged as individual therapy approach. By analyzing up-to-date literature data it can be concluded that the most common and comprehensive parts of each treatment are physiotherapy and occupational therapy, with greatly expanding BTA application aiming at avoiding or delaying surgical intervention.

Botulin Toxin Type A (BTA) and Rehabilitation

BTA is a neurotoxic protein produced by the bacterium Clostridium botulinum and related species. It prevents the release of the neurotransmitter acetylcholine from axon endings at the neuromuscular junction and thus causes flaccid paralysis. There are eight types of botulin toxin, named type A-H. Injections of BTA are recommended for isolated (focal) spasticity. The effects of BTA last for approximately three- four months as the muscle will recover via proximal axonal sprouting, the formation of new neuromuscular junctions, and the regeneration of the original neuromuscular junctions. BTA is considered a safe and effective therapy for children with CP, especially in the hands of experienced injectors and for the majority of children. Over the past two decades BTA has been established as an important treatment modality for spastic movement disorders in children with CP. In most countries worldwide, it is licensed for children older than two years. Recommendations for treatment with BTA have been published since 1993, with continuous optimization and development of new treatment concepts. This leads to modifications in the clinical decision making process, indications, injection techniques, assessments, and evaluations. BTA is an...
important part of multimodal management, to support motor development and improve function when the targeted management of spasticity in specific muscle groups is clinically indicated. Individualized assessment and treatment are essential, and should be part of an integrated approach chosen to support the achievement of motor milestones. To this end, goals should be set for both the long term and for each injection cycle. The correct choice of target muscles is also important; not all spastic muscles need to be injected. A more focused approach needs to be established to improve function and motor development, and to prevent adverse compensations and contractures. The conclusion is that there is no uniform BTA treatment strategy in SCP (11). The main reason is primarily the diversity of clinical manifestations in children with SCP.

Extensive usage and long-term application of BTA in treating spasticity in children with CP have caused a lot of dilemmas, revised certain attitudes and opened a lot of questions. Some very important current dilemmas are those regarding the importance of rehabilitation after BTA application to the lower extremity spastic muscle in ambulatory children, as well as measurements and comparison of individual contribution of these two treatments. Functional tests have an important role in monitoring and evaluating the success of treatment outcomes. Most commonly used ones include Gross Motor Function Classification System (GMFCS) for the estimation of achieved functional motoric level of the majority of studies lack outcome effects in young children (15). In ambulant children with SFCP, gait disturbances are evident at the age of two. During the period of abrupt growth period fixed deformities. Besides the aforementioned, the recommendation of the Surveillance of Cerebral Palsy in Europe (SCPE) is that definitive diagnosis of CP should not be established until the age of 3 years, when motor impairment is evident (2).

Currently, application of BTA treatment in children under the age of two is being debated. By analysing the results from 3 randomized trials, with the youngest participant aged 11 months, it has been demonstrated that BTA application resulted in reducing spasticity, preventing contractures, and postponing surgery interventions. But, there is no evidence regarding the improvement in general motor development. Further studies are needed to further the knowledge, as well as the development of reliable assessment tools for such young infants. It is important to point out that two studies included a rehabilitation modality as a part of compulsory therapeutic treatment after application of BTA, such as stretching program and occupational therapy (16).

The safety profile of the recommended doses of BTA is the same for children under two years as for older children (17). According to the last international consensus from 2010, it is recommended to apply individualized rehabilitation approach encompassing physiotherapy (especially stretching and strengthening) and occupational therapy, after BTA treatment of lower limbs in children with SCP. The recommendations are based on the result of papers published up to 2010, stating that the aforementioned therapy combined with BTA therapy is more beneficial than occupational and physiotherapy alone (18), and is recommended in patients receiving BTA therapy (19). The authors recommend precise measurements of qualitative and quantitative data in order to obtain high quality assessment of the outcomes. Considering the fact that there is no measurement unit encompassing both values, it is recommended that outcome measures should include at least one objective measurement on limb mobility related to local response to BTA application, as well as at least one measurement of functional outcome and treatment satisfaction. There are numerous tests prepared for children, but the first recommendation states that in ambulatory children with CP, PRS (Physician Rating Scale for Gait Analysis) is used to describe the quality of gait. In clinical practice, description and function of gait are relevant not only in monitoring therapy effects, but also in selecting target muscles and possible orthotic applications. The gold standard for the comprehensive assessment of gait function in ambulant children with CP is 3-dimensional gait analysis (3DGA), but it is not available at all levels of the health-care system. Besides the aforementioned, it is also not applicable in many children with best results achieved by BTA treatment, aged from one to four years, children with restricted walking ability (GMFMC levels I-III), due to difficulties in cooperation with children and inadequate physical measurements for obtaining a complete 3DGA analysis. 3DGA is complex, expensive, not always available, thus being impractical for routine practice. Because of that, simplified methods of gait analysis have been developed for spastic cerebral palsy, using standardized scoring system from video recordings. In the absence of 3DGA, utilization of modified PRS is recommended for gait analysis by the International Committee for BTA treatment (19).

Kinesiotherapy and occupational therapy are not the only modalities of rehabilitation protocol after BTA application, they may include hydro- and thermotherapy along with orthotic applications, based on physician’s assessment. The authors of this paper investigated the effects of BTA injection and the effects of rehabilitation on spastic equinus correction. The youngest participant was 2 years and 9 months old, and the oldest was 6 years old. Rehabilitation protocol included: physical therapy individually designed, including thermotherapy; kinesiotherapy (exercises included movement range increase, ankle dorsiflexion facilitation, muscle stretching, antagonists strengthening, gait training, coordination, and correction of acquired improper motor functions); occupational and functional
therapy, and prescription of adequate orthoses for deformity correction. The program was initiated 5 days after BTA-ABO application, with the plan of the standardized physical therapy to be performed 3 times weekly in duration of 1 h per child. In literature, such a plan implies intensive physical therapy (IPT). For the purpose of this study the physical therapy program lasted for 16 weeks. The values of passive foot dorsiflexion after 6 months, even though they were close to the initial values, were still highly significantly different (p < 0.05).

In children with SFCP gait disorders, BTA application in lower limbs was followed by iPT (3 times weekly, 45-60 min duration per child, during a 16-week period). By the protocol, after BTA application (5-7 days), the rehabilitation programme included paraffin therapy, kinesiotherapy (exercises to increase movement range, elongation of muscles with reduced length, strengthening of the antagonists, balance and coordination exercises, exercises for the correction of improperly developed motoric functions: sitting, crawling, walking and for the stimulation of non-developed motor functions), occupational and functional therapy and application of adequate orthoses for the correction of foot equinus deformity. The effects of the therapy were assessed by monitoring functional motor status, using the motor function standardization system in children with CP (GMFCS), by quantification of adopted motor functions (GMFM-88) and by spasticity measurements as well. It has been noticed that children with CP achieve a higher level of motor development through BTA treatment and iPT; they benefit from this development for longer than they would solely from the pharmacological effect of BTA (21).

The analysis of the protocol stating that it is necessary to conduct rehabilitation treatment after BTA application into the spastic musculature of lower limbs gives rise to the question on the contribution of each separate treatment. Although it is well known from scientific literature that such combinations are more effective than sporadic physical therapy, the contribution of expensive BTA injections in overall treatment effect is unknown. Schasfoort F et al. (22) published a study in 2018 to determine the effectiveness of BTA treatment prior to intensive physiotherapy (IPT) in comparison to IPT alone in a group of 65 children with SCP, aged between 4 and 12 years. The effectiveness of the treatment was monitored by the measurements of the following parameters: leg muscle strength, muscle length and spasticity of several leg muscles, CP-related pain, walking speed, several gait parameters, the degree of achieved individually tailored therapeutic goals and general functioning reported by parents. The results showed no differences between the groups. This suggests that extensive prescribing and utilization of BTA in ambulatory children with SFCP in this age group requires critical reconsideration. The authors of the study do not question the working mechanism or efficacy of BTA, but they demonstrate the possibility of false indications for BTA treatment, although the medical specialists included in the study had enough experience with BTA. A possible answer is that clinical assessment of spasticity is a subjective method representing a response to passive muscle stretching. The assessment is complicated because it is difficult to make a reliable distinction between non-neural (tissue-related) and neural (central nervous system related) contributions to hyper-resistance (23). That is why future studies should employ instrumented/quantitative assessment of different components of hyper-resistance aiming at precisely defining indications and categories of patients who require BTA treatment. Unlike BTA treatment, the results revealed unquestionable effects of IPT in both groups. Of course, a revised international consensus is needed to determine time periods for intensive rehabilitation.

Conclusion

The treatment of lower limbs spasticity in ambulatory children with SFCP requires a multidisciplinary approach, primarily employing rehabilitation and BTA application. However, despite widespread use of BTA, its role prior to period of iPT with orthoses utilization remains unclear. Critical evaluation of literature data on effectiveness of BTA shows that the conclusions have been made on implicated assumption that BTA is the most effective component of the combined modalities for spasticity treatment. For this reason, positive clinical experience in combining BTA and other therapies may unjustly be attributed to BTA injections. In current papers that compared contribution of BTA and iPT, iPT is undoubtedly the dominant component for effectiveness. Of course, the effectiveness of BTA in spasticity treatment is unquestionable, however, it is necessary to define the subgroup of children with gait impairment that is most likely to benefit from BTA treatment.
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Cerebralna paraliza (CP) po definiciji obuhvata grupu trajnih razvojnih poremećaja pokreta i držanja, koji uzrokuju ograničenje aktivnosti, a uslovljena su neprogresivnom lezijom mozga u razvoju fetusa ili novorođenčeta. Najzastupljeniji tip je spastična cerebralna paraliza (SCP). Jedan od primarnih ciljeva lečenja dece sa SCP je da im se omogući aktivacija, promoviše efikasno kretanje, spreči nastanak deformiteta koštano-zglobnog sistema i smanji bol. Deformiteti ekstremiteta predstavljaju najuočljiviju karakteristiku dece obolele od SCP, koja ih u velikoj meri ograničava u aktivnostima svakodnevnog života. Smanjenje spasticiteta i prevencija kontrakcija uz mogućnost pune aktivacije i odlaganje hirurške intervencije uslovljena je pravom ekspanzijom primene botulinskog toksina tipa A (BTA) u terapiji dece sa CP poslednjih godina. Poznat kao najjači neurotoksin u prirodi, nakon aplikacije smanjuje spasticitet, a efekat je irreverzibilan. U tom vremenskom periodu posle primene BTA, postoji veliki broj dileme u pogledu efikacnosti i efektnosti rehabilitacije dece sa SCP, pored raspoloživih medicinskih pitana. Uslovljeno je pravom definišanjem cele terapije dece sa CP posle primene BTA.
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